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Umler Changes

Weights and Weight affected or affecting
fields

Freight RRs were not particularly concerned about the Tare weight of a passenger car
because most freight cars today are heavier and because the transportation fee is based
on distance not weight.
Because weight is a major component in the calculation of stopping distance for PTC,
the true weight of a passenger car is now a critical data item.

Umler Changes
Tare Weight A259
must match Amtrak
The equipment weight on rail when empty, sometimes referred to as Light Weight,
reported in pounds
Range of Values for A259
Minimum
16000
Maximum
320000
NOTES:
• _Do not report an average Tare Weight for car series, except for Pre-Registered cars
• _When cars are made active, the actual Tare Weight must be recorded
We have seen estimated to actual Tare weights change from a couple hundred pounds
to over 30,000 pounds!
If you are less than 98% confident about how much your car weighs, plan on getting it
weighed! Currently only 3 organizations have reported they can perform certified
weighing of passenger cars: Amtrak Chicago, Morristown & Erie RR, and Gateway
Railcar Services.
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Add Load Limit
must match Amtrak
See below for details for computation, RFI fault if not in range
Railinc has NOT put the Load Limit field back into the PSGR section!!! But it IS
coming per Dec 20 conference call.
15 Feb 2018 the Umler Committee approved for implementation the add-back of Load Limit
to the Passenger car equipment. Date of implementation is TBD, but expected to be
Mandatory on day 1.
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Building the Load Limit (LL) for PSGR cars
Seat Count (passengers)
:
# seats times Amtrak standard person
weight
Potable Water capacity:
Hardware part of car Tare, capacity part of
Load Limit times Amtrak standard potable water weight
Fuel capacity:
Hardware part of car Tare, capacity part of Load
Limit times Amtrak standard fuel weight
Crew Count:
Chefs, stewards, car hosts assigned to car not transient, times
Amtrak standard person weight
Black Water capacity:
Hardware part of car Tare, capacity part of Load
Limit times Amtrak standard fluid weight
New LL Calculation:
Using Amtrak common base standards, all above is
part of. Must match Amtrak. See worksheet below.

Umler Changes
Add Tare + Load Limit = Gross Rail Load

must match Amtrak

Also see discussion on axle loading
Railinc has NOT put the Gross Rail Load field back into the PSGR section!!! But it IS
coming per Dec 20 conference call.
We built an Excel workbook to make it easy! It’s on the web site!
The Amtrak standard weights are already built in, just add the quantities and it does
the math for you.
15 Feb 2018 the Umler Committee approved the add-back of Gross Rail Load to the Passenger car
equipment. Implementation date is TBD but it is expected to be Mandatory on day 1.

Umler Changes
This chart matches Amtrak base information as of

1/27/17

Yellow background fields are automatic calculations, put NOTHING in here!
Light green fields are where you input your data.
Input your data, save as new document, attach to email to your Umler representative.
Car Weight Calculation
GROSS RAIL LOAD

pounds

TARE
Weigh date
Weigh location
Weighing party ID

-

pounds

tons

-

# axles
lbs/axle if even distribution

tons

-

required bearing
for 65 mph
for 85 mph

LOAD LIMIT
Seat count
Staff count
gallons
Fluids
Diesel Fuel

% of Tare
avg # each total pounds total tons
250
0
250
0
#/gal
10
0
6.94
0

#DIV/0!

for 105 mph

0
0

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

for 125 mph

0
0

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

0
0

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

pounds
Total other carry on
Total underbody stored

#DIV/0!

1
1

0
0
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The weight worksheet is on the RPCNB and GLR web sites.
However! Input to Umler is GRL & Tare, and the Umler computer calculates the LL.

Warning, Be careful what you do to your car, because weight changes can affect car’s
speed rating and train stopping distance. If the weight does change more than 5%,
you should update Umler, and Amtrak if an 800 car!!!
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Axle load Star Code
-Journal Sizes having Star Code of S must have a Gross Weight that is less than the
calculated Gross Weight with rounding applied
All PSGR cars should have larger bearings than AAR requires for freight speed, requires
bearing Star Code or is in Error
C Bearing
<class D outlawed
PSGR only
AAR no longer allows A, B or C bearings in freight service, S4045 allows C roller in PSGR.
Obsolete sizes added back in. DOES NOT include cabooses!
Journal Size A147
The size of the journal bearing
Permissible Values for A147
A 3-3/4 X 7
B 4-1/4 X 8
C 5 X 9 D 5-1/2 X 10
E 6X11 F 6-1/2 X 12
G 7 X 12

H 7 X 14

K 6-1/ 2X 9

M7X9

15 Feb 2018 the Umler Committee approved removing A, B and H bearing sizes from the Passenger car group.

